
Kings Conquest (Mending the Rift #1) By Valentina Heart Kings Conquest pdf reader First when I
tried writing down the plots of the movies I found overwhelming and later in the form of a very dark
blog that connected me with people I still consider very good friends. EBook Kings conquest
reforged Overall some interesting stuff happened last half but it was all rushed and not enough to
save the overall book IMO This was like really flowery and descriptive followed by a lot of sex or
remembering sex they've been having while falling instantly in love. EBook Kings conquest 2023
The whole point seemed to be getting the MC pregnant so he could DIE!!! What world building it
had left me all confused and I had no idea what the big difference between a Jede and a Kari was.
PDF Kings conquest maps First when I tried writing down the plots of the movies I found
overwhelming and later in the form of a very dark blog that connected me with people I still consider
very good friends. Book Kings conquest definition When in reading I always reached for happy
ending romances that helped me deal with the bad side of the world while in my short stories
characters died and their life usually reflected the reality that surrounded mine. PDF Kings
conquest last Rin the Prince and Merin it sure packs a lot of punch!Prince Rinin (Rin) of the
Kingdom Kari is left with a very important decision after his father the King dies - become the
neighboring King's uralain or whore or go to war. Kings Conquest pdffiller There's conflict among
their lives though with Rin being in an unknown society with people who are generally not accepting
of him Rin being uneducated and clueless on what his duties are and how to control his unknown
powers as well as having a stalker constantly trying to kill Rin which creates possibly more problems
than they can stand. EPub Kings conquest reforged They have to deal with the fact that while
they just met and have these intense feelings for each other their relationship could possibly be
severed before it actually grows because of a jealous stalker who believes Merin is his and Rin
doesn't deserve him. Book Kings conquest 2023 The characters are charming and lovable the plot
is just suspense enough to have you dying to read more which made this book really great the
dialect seemed very inconsistent for this type of historical/alternate reality or whatever genre this
was supposed to be. Kings Conquest epubor Add in a stalker who wants Merin for his own and the
growing emotional connection between Merin and Rin which are colored by the idea that Merin only
wants Rin for the child (a childbirth process during which most men die) and you end up with a
fantasy story to keep you reading. Book Kings conquest definition He does not know what to
expect from these new people or this new country but he comes to hope that there will be some
measure freedom from the strict rules and regulations his (not so) dearly departed father bound him
with. Kindle Kings conquest last I liked the attempt at world building here though it did feel like
it was trying to pack in way more information than the story needed or could support in such few
pages. EBook Kings conquest reforged I would have loved to have seen the story thru to the birth
of the child though since a large part of this story is about how the birth of their child is a real
danger for Rin. PDF Kings conquest You meet the bad guy for like three seconds in this story and
not only is he never identified-–except thru a quick and vague ‘he was annoyed at the king’
explanation to Rin-—he was apparently killed off-page as well. Kings conquesting ads It is not like
I am demanding to see the assholes head tumble across the floor but not doing the whole reveal on
page just made the whole plot to kill Rin seem very one-dimensional and not at all believable. Kings
Conquest kindle store He is apparently a foreign and enemy prince…and yet he smiles once and
all of a sudden all that is forgotten? There’s a bit of time-condensing going on in the story because of
the page length but I just found the speed at which it all happens is rather too quick for me to
believe all the love floating around in the air here:

Kings Conquest pdf converter

Vampires and shifters took the place of knights in shiny armors and I still searched for that happy
ending: Book Kings conquest scents But with the ye I would say that I am first a reader and then
a writer, Kings conquesting ads My fascination with books goes way back into the past when I
didn't even know I could read something that wasn't given to me in school: Kindle Kings conquest



definition When in reading I always reached for happy ending romances that helped me deal with
the bad side of the world.

EBook Kings conquest

The King were both amazing characters, EPub Kings conquest I could easily relate to them both
and I honestly liked them: Kindle Kings conquest last I wanted to know more about the mystery
man who had it out for Rin but c'est la vie: Kindle Kings conquest last I think I was so worried
about how it would end for Rin that I was a bit disappointed that it was so open-ended. Book Kings
conquest definition I can't wait for book two because I really want to know if the HFN can really
turn into a HEA: EPub Kings conquest maps 9781920501815 I've been thinking on my review for
about a week now and still have no idea how to express how much I enjoyed this book. Kindle
Kings conquest maps All I can really say is that for such a short story.

Book Kings conquest 2023

In my opinion. Kings Conquest kindle Definitely looking forward to reading more about this world
and Rin and Merin! 9781920501815 Heather C and susan65 made me read this with them, EBook
Kings conquest definition Just FYI I liked the start okay but some parts seeme longer than
needed: EBook Kings conquest reforged I didn't like that he didn't even see the king until like
27% they didn't talk until around 30% that's a big chunk of the short story: Book Kings conquest
meaning Then things like the palace and character descriptions are too detailed for my tastes:
Kings Conquest kindle books Starts with talking while stripping to talking about sex to sex,
Kindle Kings conquest 2023 Then that long scene ends immediately followed by another sex
scene. EPub Kings conquest 2023 Really the characters aren't developed at all except for the
numerous physical descriptions, Kings Conquest pdffiller The pregnancy doesn't happen till last
pages and you see nothing about that and it's not explained why babies all come out needing magical
healing. Kings Conquest bookworm Should add that the writing quality was excellent and the only
reason I finished was because its good writing. Kings conquesting ads 9781920501815 This story
wasn't for me at all and if I wasn't reading it for a challenge I would have stopped reading it very
early on: PDF Kings conquest last The MCs didn't even meet until well after 25% and there was
absolutely zero chemistry between them: Kings conquesting ads Originally read August 2017Very
different MM fantasy/historical sci-fi. Kings Conquest pdffiller One of the H's could have been a
female if not for his bits and pieces: Kings Conquest ebooks free There wasn't much maleness in
the way he spoke and acted. Book Kings conquest definition 9781920501815 Ooooooooooooh.

King's conquest
I would say that I am first a reader and then a writer: Book Kings conquest meaning My
fascination with books goes way back into the past when I didnt even know I could read something
that wasnt given to me in school. Kings Conquest epub file In time while in my short stories
characters died and their life usually reflected the reality that surrounded mine, Kings Conquest
kindle store In time vampires and shifters took the place of knights in shiny armors and I still
searched for that happy ending, Kings Conquest ebooks online But with the years also came that
wish for something edgier: Book Kings conquest definition My current reading habits take me
daily into the world of men where kink is preferable and angst the realistic side of life in my dose of
fiction: EPub Kings conquest last It was only natural that my fingers followed my thoughts and I
came to a point where men only ogled men and women became side characters: Kings
conquesting marketing I won't say that the handsome men walking through my imagination have
everything a reader might want: EBook Kings conquest scents They are usually troubled lost and
insecure but as they slowly stroll through my worlds they eventually find their happy ending: Kings



conquesting advertising In a world where two kingdoms are constantly at war Prince Rinin heir to
the throne of Kari Kingdom has been demanded as a war conquest by King Merinej of Jede, Book
Kings conquest definition The choice is simple: the prince will travel to his enemy's kingdom and
share the king’s bed or else the war continues: Kings Conquest epubs But Rin will not lower
himself to be a whore so he demands a contract requiring the king to be faithful, PDF Kings
conquest In return the prince will risk his life by giving the king a child: Book Kings conquest
definition Where Rin expected nothing more than a business arrangement he receives affection yet
the more surprising realization is the willingness of his own heart to return the same: Kings
conquesting But even his king cannot save Rin from those who wish him harm and their joining
might be over before it can fully bloom: EBook Kings conquest 2023 Kings Conquest (Mending
the Rift #1)My first foray into mpreg and I survived. EPub Kings conquest scents It was strange
at first but it was different enough that I could really enjoy it without worrying over the actual
mechanics: Kings Conquest epubs Rin may be uneducated and naive but he has enough dignity to
make his own demands, Book Kings conquest definition As such he demands King Merinej
(Merin) Erassa of the Kingdom Jede to sign a wedding contract which will make Rin the only person
Merin can sleep with. Kindle Kings conquest maps Merin's eager to sign the contract especially
after hearing that Rin can give him an heir. King's conquest Neither men thought their marriage
was anything but convenience so when they both start developing feelings for each other it comes as
a pleasant shock: Kings Conquest ebook reader While their fledgling relationship is progressing
they have to deal with more things than just their feelings, EBook Kings conquest reforged
There's just something about the fact that two people who are enemies grow to love each other that
just warms my heart: Kings Conquest kindle cloud He knows not what his duties are or what he's
supposed to do, EPub Kings conquest 2023 He's cute young small and naive and it was hard for
me not to fall in love with him especially with his innocent acts and expressions: Kings Conquest
bookkeeping He's experienced a warrior and can be cold when he needs to. Kings conquesting
ads While the story is short enough happens that it didn't feel so short to me: Kings Conquest pdf
drive Rin and Merin go through a lot and learn a lot about each other and the ways of their people:
Kings Conquest ebooks free On top of that Merin learns of the complications that could happen
from Rin having his heirs and it puts a whole new perspective on what's most important to them,
PDF Kings conquest To say I enjoyed it all would be an understatement!In the end I really did love
the story. EBook Kings conquest last Then there seemed to be some kind of magic but that was
hardly explained other than wind or fire or something: Kings Conquest pdf editor Oh! And who
the HELL was trying to kill the MC??The only part the I was even remotely interested in was the
mpreg parts, Book Kings conquest definition I thought that was unique and I'm only slightly
curious about what happens after the huge cliffhanger ending, Book Kings conquest last
9781920501815 In addition to the amazing cover Conquest is a roller coaster ride to read: Kings
conquester Rin is a prince of a warring kingdom but his father the king has had definite ideas of
what Rin can and can't do: Kings Conquest epubs He is a prince in name only and has no real idea
of the workings of the politics of the kingdom: Kings Conquest ebooks online When the king dies
and Rin is demanded as a war prize to be uralain for King Merin from the enemy kingdom Rin has no
idea of what this entails: EBook Kings conquest Har chief advisor is no more forthcoming as to
what will occur. PDF Kings conquest definition Rin demands (show of backbone yes!) a marriage
contract with Merin: Kindle Kings conquest last He will not be a whore vulnerable to being sold
or dispensed with once Merin has tired of him: PDF Kings conquest last His plan for Rin is to have
a child who will unite the two kingdoms ensuring peace at last. King's conquest There are
differences in the kingdoms that make it difficult for both men, Book Kings conquest definition
Rin is uneducated not only in the workings of politics but sex as well. Kings Conquest kindle
direct He comes to Merin a virgin with little idea of how things work (Har promises him a book to
show him but doesn't provide it poor Rin!): EPub Kings conquest reforged 9781920501815 To
save his kingdom from the stupidity of his father and the armies of another Prince Rin has agreed to
join with the King of Jeda Merinej. Kindle Kings conquest scents But he will settle for nothing



less than marriage even if that all but guarantees his death in childbirth. Kings Conquest kindle
books I do love mpreg though and I found the method of impregnation here a new and unique twist
on the usual nonsensical method that is usually touted in these types of stories, Kings conquested I
felt that if you are going to make so much of a fuss about it it might be good to show us how all of it
concludes. Kings conquested But this book is part of a series so maybe that is just a story for
another time, Book Kings conquest definition I had a hard time with the whole ‘jealous lover’
side plot: Book Kings conquest definition Not to mention the fact that the guards of this castle
need to go back and retake Keeping Your Client Alive for More Than a Day 101: EPub Kings
conquest reforged I think the story spent so much time trying to build the world that it kinda
forgot to build up the characters as well: Book Kings conquest scents There is a whole lot of
insta-love flying around this book. Kings Conquest book Not only with Rin and Merinej but
everyone at the castle seems to fall instantly in love with Rin as well. Kindle Kings conquest
scents All that being said I probably will end up reading the next book in the series because I kinda
want to know what happens. Book Kings conquest definition This book was provided free in
exchange for a fair and honest review for Love Bytes, Book Kings conquest definition Go there to
check out other reviews author interviews and all those awesome giveaways. Kings Conquest
kindle reader 9781920501815 Oh this was so much fun and came complete with a shadowy villian
trying to kill our hero Prine Rin, Book Kings conquest definition And the king so in love
dubcon/capture fantasy come to Momma, Kings Conquest kindle app :-D 9781920501815 2nd
Read - Oct 13 2012My 2nd read before I read the second story: Kindle Kings conquest reforged
Even though he was kept so in the dark by his fathr he showed true strength by insisting on a
contract, Book Kings conquest scents If he had gone to the King as anything less than a partner
the rift between the two countries would never be healed, Kings conquesting meaning What is
annoying is that no one seems able to save Rin from so much suffering: Kings Conquest epub.pub
But since I believe it helped to bring him and Merin closer maybe it ended up being for the greater
good also, Kings Conquest pdf editor My only problem is that #2 isn't out yet and I can't wait to
find out how they deal with the upcoming birth of their children. Writing came later.I am unsure how
I feel about the ending. Roughly 30% to 58% is sex. Guess we're not wasting time on a plot here. Yay
ends at 97%. Plus.

Kings Conquest epubor

So alpha. I am ready for the the sequel. Now. 9781920501815 Reread June 2018Wow.I didn't
remember it being so underdeveloped. This one needed way more. It's very short but a lot going on.
ILY's very quick and it leaves you wondering why. It's still somewhat unique.not sure how to classify
it. It was short so not a lot of character development. But it's an mpreg story so.I'm interested
enough to see what happens next. Writing came later. Somehow out of love for reading a writer was
born. {site_link} This edition no longer available. There are multiple reasons I loved this book. For
one I absolutely adore arranged marriages. Aside from that I loved these characters. Rin was raised
with having learned nothing. Merin is just the opposite of Rin. He's a perfect king. I loved the
connection between these two. I felt like I could feel it. It was intense sweet and touching. I thought
it was a great start to a new series.but not enough to read the next book. Mainly he isn't allowed to
do much of anything. For his part Merin agrees to the marriage contract. NOW I want the sequel. He
never thought to hope for love though.For such a short story it wasn’t all that bad.The love story was
also a little flat. Click below. I loved Rin so sweet and inoocent but plucky and smart. The best of the
best. Write more of this please. Much much more. I have to say I am really impressed by Rin.1st
Read - May 16 2012Great read.Suspense is killing me :)Recommended 9781920501815
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